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Three questions about managed retreat I was invited to address (so 

as not to be confused with an unguided missile launched by POTUS)

1. WHAT is the value of coastal properties and development, and contributions to the tax base?

2. HOW would Hawai‘i fare if beaches or vacation rentals were lost?

3. WHICH potential mechanisms could government use to fund [managed] retreat?
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1.  WHAT is the value of coastal property? 
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How much housing wealth at-risk to rising sea levels?  The distribution 

of Oahu home prices suggests fractions of fractions of total wealth

million $ thresholds 2015

Top 0.01% 3.246
Top 0.1% 2.573
Top 1.0% 1.876
Top 5% 1.363
Top 10% 1.130

Top 14.5% 1.000
Top 20% 0.884
Top 30% 0.729
Top 40% 0.613
Top 50% 0.516

Actual median ($) 485,000
Actual mean ($) 599,981

Mean (log-normal) ($) 475,177

Inverse Gamma Quantiles

Top 14.5 percent of Oahu homes ≥ $1 mil

Sources: Honolulu Board of Realtors (empirical gamma distribution estimates of existing home sales prices calculated by TZE)
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Don’t incentivize adverse selection and morally hazardous behavior

▪ The proportion of existing home sales prices above $1 million on Oahu is 15 percent, 

less than 20—a beachfront home worth less than $1 million?  Doubt it.*

▪ What proportion of that 15-20 percent is beachfront? 

▪ Technical math theorem:  ( small kine X  small kine )  =  da kine Manini kine

▪ But wait:   do we care how much beachfront real estate is worth?

▪ A priori, a private investor bets ocean won’t submerge her yard:  not our problem

▪ Ex post, a private investor loses her bet:  still not our problem

▪ Government’s economic role:  (1)  enforce rules of the game (e.g., “the beach is 

public”); (2) produce public goods (e.g., “sewers, not cesspools”);  (3) correct 

externalities (e.g., “your seawall washed away Lanikai Beach!”)

*Last time I looked it up, residential properties with assessments of $1 million or more comprised 8 percent of the City & County of Honolulu residential property tax 

assessment total, but lets go with existing home sales distributions as benchmarks for marks to market
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2.  WHAT is the airspeed velocity of an unladen Swallow?  Just kidding

[This page intentionally left blank]
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2.  HOW would Hawai‘i fare if beaches, vacation rentals were lost?

[This page intentionally left blank]
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NEWS FLASH:  (Total, inflation-adjusted Hawaii tourism receipts) 

It’s so good, tourism in 2017 was the same as twenty years ago

Billion 2016$ (log scale)

16

14

12

10

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

Asian

Financial 

Crisis

Dot.com

Recession;

9/11

The Great 

Recession

$15.6b

$15.0b

$16.4b (2017est.)$16.2b (1997)

Sources: Hawaii Tourism Authority, Hawaii DBEDT (http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/),  Bureau of Labor Statistics (https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9); deflation by TZE

http://dbedt.hawaii.gov/economic/mei/
https://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/surveymost?r9
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Seriously?  Tourism has been in decline for twenty years, and now

you’re worried?  Leave that aside, let me answer the question

▪ First of all, if the beach moves inland, it isn’t lost, it just moved inland.  Boom.

▪ Try not to conflate risks to private investors of foregone investment receipts—because 

they behaved irresponsibly by not hedging their investments—with risks to the public

1. The undocumented vacation rental one block mauka now is better than the 

submerged one where the beach used to be; fine, stay there

2. The Ritz-Carlton one block mauka now is better than the submerged Reef Hotel; 

fine, stay there

▪ Proper economic roles of government in managed retreat

1. If private investor wants to relocate productive capacity inland, just let her do so

2. If public assets are at risk, relocate them—no different from other public investment 

decision (except you forgot how when you substituted exactions from developers)
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3. WHICH potential mechanisms could government use?

[This page intentionally left blank]
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The same ones government always uses:  laying long-term assets up 

against long-term liabilities on the public’s balance sheet

▪ Did Sierra Club whine about building Likelike Highway and Pali Highway in the 1950s 

because of “The Traffic?”  Did Panos Prevederous whine “it doesn’t pay for itself?”

▪ How much does the freeway pay for itself?  It’s a free-way (D’OH!)

▪ Public infrastructure investment pays for itself the same way it always has, if decision-

makers actually know how to evaluate the investment decision

1. User fees (tolls)—flush toilet, pay; drive through Pali Tunnel, pay (wait, you don’t?)

2. Tax system:  revenue responds monotonically to growth of productive capacity

3. Maximizing structural changes which enhance productivity, such as positive 

agglomeration externalities in information- and services-producing economies 

associated with combinatoric effects of spatial proximity and co-location

4. Risk exposures laid off on speculators and arbitrageurs willing to hold it
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Combined County, State, Federal construction contracts in Hawaii as 

percent of GDP:  forty years of infrastructure investment neglect

3.9% (1959-1979)

1.8%  (1980-2015)

Sources: Bank of Hawaii, First Hawaiian Bank, Hawaii DBEDT, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, TZE; GDP data in the denominator 1959-1962 are Hawaii DPED estimates, 

1963-1996 BEA SIC estimates, 1997-2015 BEA NAICS estimates

1.5%  (2000-2014)

2% (2016)

Public investment was 4 

percent of Hawaii GDP for 

20 years; it hasn’t been 2 

percent of GDP for 40 years
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4.  Keep the Country Country?  Radical infrastructure investment

[This page intentionally left blank]



Punaluu is the beach; forget the coast road, realign along base of pali

Mahalo Google, you bums
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Keep the Country Country?  Don’t be ridiculous—not without an e-toll road

Kawelas

Sunset

Velzy’s

Mahalo Google, you bums
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Waimea Bay



Where the Haleiwa Bypass should have gone:  above Lani Moo’s wetland

Laniakea

Chun’s Reef

Waimea Bay

Mahalo Google, 

you bums
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Laie

Since the coast road ultimately will be 

discontinuous:  bite the bullet and extend an

e-tollway past Helemano through KS land over to 

Kahuku-Laie, the 21st century “mini” Kailua-Kaneohe

Helemano

Laie

Helemano

Mahalo Google, the NSA
Slide copyright 2018
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Bumper sticker economics of generalized policy solution

(for Nerds)

DENSITY IS PROXIMITY

PROXIMITY IS MOBILITY

(for Bruddahs)

KEEP THE COUNTRY COUNTRY

MAKE THE CITY CITY
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Four key economic takeaways about resilience investment in Hawaii

1. Beach is public, your beach house is private; your managed retreat is not my problem

2. Credible threats of enforcement support time-consistent policy with incentive-

compatible behaviors—avoid giving private investors reasons to take on excessive risk

3. Take advantage of incipient construction lull to ramp up public capital formation

4. Spatial example:  start from scratch with mauka infrastructure corridors, now

Appendixes:  fleshing out some of the details



Pau!
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MAHALO! 

Questions/Comments/Conversation? 

Doug Cole 
Executive Director 
(808) 497-0036 
dougcole@hawaii.rr.com 
www.northshoreland.org 
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